
Pro Educator Quick-Start Guide 

 
What is VoiceThread? 
 

VoiceThread is an application that runs inside your web browser, so there is no software 
to download, install, or update.  VoiceThread allows you to place images, videos, 
documents, and presentations at the center of a conversation. These conversations are 
not live; they take place whenever and wherever  it's convenient for people to 
participate. They are also secure and have simple controls that let you choose who can 
see the VoiceThread and how they can participate. 
 
Educators use VoiceThread for many different projects, from extending and 
documenting classroom conversations; digital student-portfolios; and language practice, 
to creating on-line lectures and tutoring; virtual class spaces; and professional-
development training, just to name a few.  Visit our Digital Library to see detailed lesson 
plans for VoiceThreads created by real educators:  http://VoiceThread.com/Library. 
 

Step 1. Create a class and add some students to it 
 
Sign in to the VoiceThread Manager by clicking your email in the upper right hand 
corner of your MyVoice page and selecting Manage. Find and click on your own name in 
the list on the left hand side.  When your information loads on the right hand side, scroll 
down within it to find Group/Class and click (Create New). 

 
1. After naming and creating your Group, click on the checkbox next to the names of 

the students you want to add to it. 
2. Select the Group from the drop-down menu on the right. 
3. Click Update. 

 



 
That’s it!  The class has been created and students added. You can view the current 
members of any Group/Class by using the filter by  menu at the top of the user list on 
the left. 
 
Once a Group/Class is created, the simplest way to share work with the Group is the 
“Drag-n-Drop” sharing method on the MyVoice page. Just click and drag any of your 
own VoiceThreads on your MyVoice page to the name of any Group on the left hand side 
of the page, and the work will be shared and organized. 

 
 



Adding a Face to Your Identity 
 
Within every VoiceThread conversation, you’ll be represented by an “Identity,” which is 
an avatar photo and a name. The first time you view a VoiceThread conversation, you’ll 
be prompted to upload a picture for this Identity. If you haven't done so already, or if 
you want to create an extra Identity, follow the steps below. 

 
That’s it! For a more thorough look at Identities, see this tutorial: 
http://voicethread.com/share/11932/ 



 

The Basics 
 
● Your MyVoice page is like your email inbox.  It contains all the VoiceThread 

conversations that you create, that are shared with you, or to which you have 
subscribed. 

● When you sign in and go to your MyVoice page, you’ll see a list on the left hand 
side that allows you to sort your VoiceThreads by ownership or Group. 

● For inspiration and examples of best practice, visit the library: 
http://ed.voicethread.com/community/library/ 

● For answers to almost any question you can think of, visit: 
http://ed.voicethread.com/support/howto/ 

 
Sharing 
Each VoiceThread begins as completely private.  No one but you, its author, can see it. 
In order for others to participate, you will need to share the VoiceThread with them. 
Unlike a traditional presentation or document, a VoiceThread is a “live” object, so you 
can edit its contents and change your sharing preference whenever you wish. This 
creates some very powerful options for collaborating with individuals and groups. 
 
Note: If you are a new user or are teaching new users how to share their VoiceThreads, 
we suggest picking a sharing “recipe” that’s appropriate for the project at hand. A large 
majority of VoiceThreads can be shared with just a few clicks of a mouse. A deep 
knowledge of all the powerful options is not necessary. Hands-on is the way to go! For a 
complete guide to all of the ways you can share your VoiceThread, please download this 
document: https://voicethread.com/media/misc/sharing_voicethreads.pdf.  For 
everyday sharing within a school or class, the “Drag-n-Drop” sharing method is the way 
to go. 
 
Drag-n-Drop Sharing with Groups 
This is our newest and simplest way to share with groups, and you never have to leave 
your MyVoice page!  Once you’re signed in and on your MyVoice page, just click on the 
VoiceThread you want to share with a Group and drag it over to the Group’s title on the 
left side of the page. You’ll see a confirmation saying that you’ve added the VoiceThread 
to your Group.  That’s it!  All of the group members will immediately be able to see the 
VoiceThread by clicking the Group title on their MyVoice page.   



 
The Tutorials link on the left will show you a list of very short tutorials that cover 
specific features, but you do not need to look at them all to get started. We suggest that 
you dive in and start creating right away. You will not hurt anything by playing and 
experimenting, but you will learn to use VoiceThread more quickly.  If you ever get 
stumped, take a look at a tutorial or in the detailed but very simple How-to section: 
http://voicethread.com/support/howto/Basics/. 
 
Quality online conversations require thoughtful preparation from your students, so 
make sure you give them time prior to creating or participating in any VoiceThreads. 
Here is a link to a great resource for guidance in this area: 
http://digitallyspeaking.pbworks.com/Voicethread. 
 

If you prefer visual instruction to text, a comprehensive video overview for new users can be 
found here:  http://voicethread.com/media/misc/IntroToEd.VoiceThread.mov 

 
 


